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Reviewer's report:
Many thanks indeed for letting me review your manuscript. I have read your case report with great interest.

This is a case of the use of allograft-prosthesis composite and structural femoral head allograft in the bilateral reconstruction of large femoral and tibial uncontained defects during revision total knee arthroplasty. It is well written as a case report but all in all, I assume the original manuscript should be largely improved before acceptance by the Journal.

Main issue is, there looks to be a lack of clinical relevance in this case report. You may insist bilateral case is rare but you have not discussed its significance in the manuscript. Also, discussion is rather dull and I'm afraid readers may not find it interesting. In my understanding the majority of knee surgeons prefer to use metal augmentation or rotational hinge as well as giant prosthesis, not APC or other. You should clearly describe the superiority of APC over these options before recommending to use APC.

Line 96
'No study has reported the use of distal femoral APC in bilateral RTKA' - it's not appealing to readers. Do you have any interesting 'stories' regarding this bilateral case?
The patient is in satisfactory condition and had a in normal daily life.' - As a scientific report you should include some objective insights rather not mentioning it was just right, i.e. assessing the patient using a scoring system like KSS or OKS.

'Bone loss after RTKA results from…' - Bone loss appears to be found during RTKA not after RTKA. It may lead readers' misconception.

'A few studies have also reported using either massive distal femoral and proximal tibial allografts for large defect reconstruction in RTKA.' - I don't understand this sentence. Please clarify.

'APC offer superior healing capacity compared to host bone because of less rotational stress.' - It should be written as 'APC offers great healing capacity in terms of attaching to the host bone, which contributes to avoid massive rotational stress between them.'

'Moreover, stability is enhanced by attaching the lateral ligament of allograft bone to the remaining epicondylar bone, resulting in less limitation of ROM than with a rotating hinge.' - Is that really? You should add some references at least to justify this statement.

Your discussion is somewhat irrelevant for this case report. As mentioned above, you should rather discuss the strength and weakness of the technique in comparison with other therapeutic options referencing other literature.
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